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Samsung is very developing electronics company. Samsung mobile, tablet, TV and other gadgets are
having latest technology. Samsung is the only company who has released maximum number of 5g
supported mobile and foldable phone. Lg, Huawei, Xiaomi also released their 5g supported mobile and
foldable phone. T-Mobile, sprint, Verizon, bell, telus, o2, orange sell most of the latest Samsung mobile with
carrier network locked and unlock condition. Sim locked mobile need imei unlock code for Samsung mobile
to remove network restriction.

 Samsung is planning to launch galaxy s11 mobile, galaxy watch active series latest smart watches and
tablets. Among them samsung galaxy s11 mobile is having more hype. Apple IPhone 11 is just released
and Google pixel next model is about to release in October 2019. So Samsung next mobile definitely have
more features compare to recent mobile.

Sim Network Unlock Samsung Galaxy s11 expected hardware specification:

Software android version: 

It will have latest android 10 version. But Samsung will modify custom it as per smartphone model. It will
unlock many hidden features of android mobile.

RAM and mobile internal storage.

12 GB RAM is expected as we will see live gaming and Internet of Things connectivity. Storage capacity
will range from 256 GB to 1 TB. Now mobile become equivalent to desktop computer. This will unlock
mobile for more personal and professional use.

Processor:



It must be most advanced QUALCOMM snapdragon 8 series processor based on mobile platform with SoC
system on a chip. It must support both 5G and 4G network. More importantly processor shall support VR
video, live Steaming gaming and Internet of things including artificial intelligence. 5g wireless carrier
network will provide Gbps speed which needs to work on Wi-Fi 6. Success of mobile model like Samsung
galaxy s10 5g, goggle pixel 2, Motorola Moto z, lg v3o, galaxy s9, galaxy note 9, all this mobiles have
snapdragon 855 or 845 processor chipset. Which provide great performance and unlock mobile hidden
features.

   Samsung can use their own processor Exynos 980 5g mobile processor, exynos 9825 next generation
mobile chip set which can unlock Samsung galaxy best performance. Or exynos 9610 which is best for
photography features.

 

Network support:

Most of latest Samsung mobile support both 4G and 5G network. This will unlock network carrier support
for Samsung galaxy mobile. Samsung galaxy s11 will have both 4G and 5G supported mobile.

Camera display:

Huawei has released 48 M Pixel supported camera mobile. In august Samsung has shown image sensor
which can support over 100 Mega pixels. Samsung is aiming for 108 M Pixel with upcoming mobile. Screen
will be from 5.8 Inch to 6.8 Inch depending upon model. Samsung already have galaxy fold which has
foldable screen.

Samsung also plan to release galaxy watch active series which support e-sim. And also release galaxy tab
which latest configuration.

 Most of the latest Samsung, LG, Apple iPhone iPad, Google pixel, Motorola, Htc and Nokia mobile are
available on installment with Verizon, T-mobile, sprint, roger, bell and telus network. This mobile are sim
carrier locked and it need sim network unlock code for Samsung galaxy. After that sim restriction will be
removed and you can use any carrier card on it.

For more details, please visit https://www.ibizexpert.com/detail/info-about-latest-unlocked-samsung-
smartphones-new-delhi-352209
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